June 13 2014 (Lagos) - The third season of the Nigerian Stock Trials competition has
been won by the person using alias RAMJAS10 on easykobo website.

RAMJAS10 achieved a Return on Investment of 50.2% in less than 2 months. He enters
the hall of fame as one of the top investors in Nigeria. To get a return of 50.2% in
current market conditions is simply brilliant. Shortly we will be able to reveal the person
and all the trades he made over the past 50 days.

Number 2 player in the competition is "YUNG2EAGLE" who achieved a ROI of 22%
while number 3 position goes to "Sunnydoug" with 15.6% ROI.

Top 10 Positions in Season 3

1) RAMJAS10
2) YUNG2EAGLE
3) SUNNYDOUG
4) ASUEIZA
5) CHUKKILALA
6) JOGAD7
7) MEGEREMORE
8) MAYORDGREAT
9) PENNYLOVER
10) REXWILLIAMS
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YUNG2EAGLE

Aug 1 (Lagos) - The Easykobo member with alias "YUNG2EAGLE" finished at the
runner up spot with ROI of 22% in less than 2 months. We chat with the winner about
the experience and about how to achieve those amazing returns on investment in such
a short time frame. This was the shortest stock trials season on Easykobo and it was a
tough economic environment.

In an email chat with the winner we asked her about how YUNG2EAGLE made it
happen and about her.

1) How did you select your stocks in your portfolio during the stock trials. Did
you get lucky or did you research your stocks?

Well, before buying any stock i would go for a serious research that would benefit me to
see the best stock I can get such as, FO , MRS , ZENNITHBANK , etc. And they all
yielded to my top.
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It's not luck. It was strategical. I believe in hard work and prayer. Thanks.

I selected my stock through my "Account" i clicked On it and a new page was displayed
and i clicked on "trade" to select my stock.

2) Did you learn anything from this Easykobo stock trials?

Of a truth I've learnt alot. infact, more than enough that I can now invest in real life with
assurance.

3) do you have any advice for fellow investors?
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I would like to advise my fellow investors to always follow the right track of training that
is to say, Easykobo is the best teacher for training investors.

4) Who is YUNG2EAGLE? How did you hear about Easykobo ?

YUNG2EAGLE is someone that cares alot about investing. My real name is Nwanneka
Valentine.I read about Easykobo when I was trying to learn more about investing in
Nigeria. Sir, of a truth easykobo is the best.
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CONGRATULATIONS TO NEKKA FOR EMERGING AS A WINNER AND WISH YOU ALL THE
BEST FOR FUTURE.
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